PLAINTIFF’S

LOTUS
November 7, 1989
Mr. Russell Warner
General Manager of Dos/Windows
Microso~: Corporation
Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073-9717
RE:

Lotus 1-2-3 3.0 and.Windows 386 Enhanced Mode

Dear Russ:
Your 10/24 phone call including Bill Gates. Marc Wi!son and Carl Young
and your letter to me dated 10/30 clarified to me where some of t4~e-D~confusion lles regarding ou~ proposal for VCPI/1-2-3 Release 3.0 support
under Windows 386 Enhanced Mode.
Carl, Ben am~ I got together recently %o produce ~e attached memo,
which should clarify our earller proposal ~o make 1-2-3 Release 3.0 worm
in th~s environment. One new observation ks worth mentioning: while
1-2-3 is running in foreground0 we believe there is no need to suspend
other background tasks.
I hope to speak wi~h you afte~ you have had ~ime to digest our proposal.
Sincerely0

David P. Reea
Chief So,enlist/Spreadsheets
Frank King
Carl Young
$. Ben W~lliams
Bill Sates
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IVlakin~ I-2-3 3.0 and Windows 386 F.~hance, d Mode Cc~xis~

By David P. Reed
J. Ben Williams
Carl ~. Young
Lores D~vdopn~nt Corporation
Rational Systems, Inc.
L~tus Cordidcntial

I Introduction
We have reviewed the Microsoft technical paper that summarizes the difficulties that Microsoft
believes exist in supporting a VCPI based application such as 1-2-3 Release 3.0. In the following sections, we will describe in some detail why we feel that many of these difficulties either do
not exist, or can be minimized fof most of oar ~ustomers.
We feel su’ongty that the primary customer benefit of Windows 386 is that it provides a platform

to this set of applications. Requiring these applicauons to run in standard mode places unnecessary restrictions on users that wish to take advantage of enhaneext mode features (paging and
background execution) in running other applications on their machines. We are certain that
Microsoft and its Windows OEMs share our concern that omitting support for these VCPI-based
applications will cause unnecessary confusion m the market and win sIow acceptance of Windows 386.
In this document, we propose a compron’~ in which.some e.a.s!ly.doc~.nted li. ,n~it,a, tion.s~n__the
use of 1-2-3 Release 3.0, combined with a few extensions to winnows .~b, woma auow
products to coexist in a very powerful way. 1-2-3 wi!l operate exactly the same as any other
DOS a iication, with the exception that its execution will be s.uspe.nded when not in full seree.,n,
mode. Plt~2-3 will have acceptable performance when it is running, l~ r~mty~ mana,gena~e~,~-vtli
interact smoothly with Windows 386, and the user will have full hot l~ey access to 0mer
and Windows applications.
The sections below correspond to their counterparts in the Microsoft document.

2 Philosophy
ing multiple DOS applications on a singte computer, ant~ tt tmFu~ ~ ,~ ,,~ ~degree of Ln~r-application security to Windows 386 wamout
In fact, the design goals of W2ndows 386 and of VCPI ar~ orthogonaL Windows 386 is desi~maed
to atlow the multiplexing of multiple DOS applications on a single maehir~, and this is.the, reason that it has become a popular platform. Virmatization system resom’ces is .on.e tee.n.mque
that help Windows to provid~ this service. VCPI, on the other hand, is a !:~otocot mat aaows a
sin~e DOS application to gain access to the protected too& o,e th~.L.r~cess,o.~ and to ~fl--Y’---al
access ex’~,tdecl memory. While we grant that the presenc~ oIa vcLt’~ appncanon maxe~ vu~u ization difficult or impossible in son~ cases, we have repeatedly stated that we am willing to

task.
running in r~ng z~ro, me.r~ an) two imporumt pom~ mat snomu t~ nu~- ,,
applicaadP~-t in th~ W’mdows DOS machine. Second, me LN t .~t mt~nee mat ivucrvsoxt
degree. Finally, all existin~ VCPI ~pplicatio~s ~wmcn am me omy w~
not pressnt a significant security exposure t~yona What wmuvw-- ,~
~dcrosof~ has proposed for the future.
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3 1-2-3 Running in Various Modes of Windows 3.0
We are somewhat baffled by the table in this section. Taking it line by line. we have the following comments:
¯ Relative Speed.- We have no reason to believe that I-2-3 Release 3.0 wilt be a~y slower when
it runs under the 386 Enhanced mode.
,3270 TSKs. The table says they are not supported, but there is no backup to this in the rest of
the docurn~nt. 1-2-3 routinely runs with 327{) TSRs in ordinary DOS machines.
¯ Hot Key to Whadows. We will explain in a later section why this can be supported.
- Background Application. We will explain in a later section why background applications c:m
continue to execute when I-2-3 is in the foregroand.
¯ Relative Memory Size. Several reasons am given for why the VCPI application will have less
memory available. One reason is that Windows support for paged virtual memory will not be
a,,’ailable. While this is true., it ignores the fact that the VCPI application may have its own
memory manager (which 1-2-3 doe, s), which may be no less efficient than Windows’. A second
reason that less physical memory is a~aitable is that the Window_s kern. el is not paged out while
the VCPI machine is running; we don t understand why this needs to t)e true..
The foomote to this section contains a warning that F.hAS virtual memory would not be SUl>ported. This is irrelevant, since 1-2-3 Releas~ 3.0 does not use EMS memory in a VCPI environment.

4 Implementation
This section makes the point that "Since ttm VCPI application cannot be pagegt out, even when it
is not running, it must r~main in physical memory until it is exit~L" We do not agree. First,
1-2-3 Rele.ase 3.0 is insensitive to the nhv.rical addr~sse, s that arc in it’s page tables, which means
that the tabt~ can be modifiexl by the ~:o-a" ~,~l~,am when switching t-o ~ from.fl’~ VCPI .

may be true for son~ applications, 1-2-3 Release ~.u ao~s not reprogram me rt~, so w~ t~=~ va~
this is not an issue.

$ Implementation Details and Implications
to be ,L,’r~-cd iato two classes: tile screen and evexything else.
We have atready stated that we don’t r~quim a virmalized screen. When !-2-3 is running in the
fore~round, it will nm as a full sc~en application. When. it isi.n .the back~m’ou.rgi
So the only thing that the Windows.e_onu’ol, pr.o.~bn~, nee~ to qo. ~ caPt~m~_ _~an_ _a.r~.,.s_t.o~_m~.~_~~
of the S~een when switching to argl In’ore tn~ vt.xl macmne4 tins ts tecnnoiogy
version of Windows alr~dy has, so we assume ~at this is not a probl~n.
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For nil other devices, there are two communication paths: interrupts and port UO. The only time
that I-2-3 does port level I/O is when the user attempts to directly control a local printer or communication pen; however, 1-2-3 contains alternate mechanisms to control these devices that utilize the DOS file system to access LPTx and COMx. We will insure through documentation and
support that our users understand how to use these optio,ns
In I-2-3 Releage 3.0, all interrupts are immediately reflected to "real mode" via the VCPI; this
mear~s that the control prog’tam can support virtualization with a minimum of latency. Either the
"switch to Vg6 mode" VCPI call (code DEOCh) can
done in the control prepare provided "real mode" intern~pt handler i~lf.
This section makes a great deal of the need to m-program the PIC on every protect to real mode
switch; since 1-2-3 neither reprograms tt~ PIC nor has any dependency on its contents, we see
no need to do this. Our only requirements arc that interrupts 9 and 1C am signalled to our "real
mode" hooks at the correct times, and that the IC interrupt is signalled at approximately 18Hz_
Note that although 1-2-3 hooks the keyboard interrupt, it does not do any por~ I/D to the keyboard controller (we use the interrupt only to note that a key might b~ presenO.
Finally. it is stated that it will be impossible to hot key from !-2-3 to Windows, and that the only
way to switch away from the application will b~ to exit. Based on the fact that I-2-3 does not
interfere with k~yboard interrupts in any way, we see no mason that this should b~ true. It

reflected to "rea! mode", and Windows can run the VKD’s interrupt handler at that time; note
that this process is indel~ndent of whether the VKD is provided by Microsoft: or some OEM.
Note that the use of page faults to handle context switching is irmlevam to the VCPI. We have
already stipulated that the VCPI machine need not be run in the background. We see no reason
why other vL-’mal machines would be impaired in their operation whil~ the VCPI machine is in
the foreground; an interrupt that occurt while the VCPI machine is in protecmd mod~ is reflected
immediately to the control program; the latency between the interrupt and it’s reflection to the
VxD could b, as little as I0 microseconds if it is intercepted by the DEOC call. or up to 75
microseconds if it is delayed until the machine is in V86 mode.

6 Summary
We believe that with a sma!l number of extensions td Windows 385 enhanced mode, the users of
I-2-3 P,.~l~ase 3.0 wll.l b~ abl~ to run in a Windows 386 virtual machine with the following three
restrictions:
¯ I-2-3 ,adll only run as a foreground, ~ screen application. When another application is
switched to tha foreground, the ol~radon of I-2-3 will be suspended.
¯ I-2-3 memory will not be demand paged by Windows while I-2-3 is running. However, its
memory can be swap~)ed to disk when it is not in the foreground. Note that the PIF file can b~
used to IL~t the mammum amoimt of r~mory that is available to I-2-3, in order to guarantee
that enough ttl~aoO’ will b~ available to other applications nmaing in tha background.
¯ I-2-3 users will have to us~ DOS file naming to access serial and parallel printers.
In order implement this support, Microsoft would have to do the following:
¯ Implement support for a subset ofth~ VC21; ~e ~ubset includes calls DE00, DE01, DE04,
DE05, DE06 and DEOC. Typical implementations have taken from 2 to 6 programmer weeks;
however, ~ remlize that the Windows v~:sion may be more complex. Nora that because we use
only a subset of the VCPL and because I-2-3 is a well behaved client, them an) a variety of pro~amming shortcuts and conveniences that can bg used to ease tb.~ implementation.
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